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EDITORIAL

Landing in Yaoundé in the tropic period
is a contrast to the winter in Zurich! But I
experienced a further one. Two years ago
we planned the Worldpipe project as a
partnership promoting the international
integration and reputation of African
scholars. During our conference in
Yaoundé we learned that African scholars
have to learn nothing from us, from the
North. During two days scholars from
Cameroon, Chad and Nigeria presented
an excellent analysis of the oil-worldsociety. The representative of CongoBrazzaville was hindered by bureaucratic
reasons.
The time of the “white” man arriving to
help and to teach has passed. A partnership with Africa does not mean to ‘help’,
but to learn mutually. We have to make
joint projects and we have to use our
scientific competences not only on small
things; fountains are relevant but we
should not forget the big things, the
pipelines of energy, petrodollars and
geopolitical interests.
After the first session of the Yaoundé
meeting, I felt that the Worldpipe project
is living and has got more urgent than
before. The hidden impacts on communities become startling today.
At a meeting later on in Ebomé, a fisher
village near the platform of the pipeline
in Kribi, the local population told about
the changes the pipeline had brought
along for them.
The Worldpipe project is one of the best
illustrations what global governance
means in Africa. The story of this project
is not a usual one. It started by the initiative of scholars in Cameroon: the ChadCameroon oil-pipeline as challenge to
Africa and its coping with globalization
on local and international levels.

An international consortium was the main
player of the mega project. It generated a
corridor through nearly 400 villages and
local communities, crossing rivers and
penetrating the tropical forests. By an
analysis of labor contracts a speaker
illustrated the construction of the pipeline
as a masterpiece of the modern highspeed-economy. It was completed earlier
and bigger than planned.
Such mega projects demonstrate how globalization works in peripheries: having a
job for two months and then nothing
more, leaving damaged water sources and
creating boom villages. Afterwards the
fight to tranquilize the villages and
people concerned by compensations.
This project is a challenge because we
don’t really know - contrary to the published reports - about the impacts on
people living along the corridor. 130
years after Stanley’s long expedition
through Africa the question is what
global economic governance can make
better in the future.
Since our return from Yaoundé we have
prepared a strategy to integrate the
World-pipe project into a framework
program of the European Union (7th
submission: Europe’s role in the World).
At time this seems a good strategy to
push Worldpipe forward, but we should
deal also with other donors and
perspectives.
Hans-Peter Meier-Dallach
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Highlights from the conference
papers available :
http://www.knowledge-exchange.ch/site/index__gast-e-1072-24-1154.html
forbidden zone of corridor

The Chad-Cameroon
project is a model-case
of global economic
governance. Looking
from a peripheral
context we should break
three simplifications:
global ≠ global
or global is not global.
Studies of globalization
research conclude that the
globalization is extremely
concentrated to the North
and its big centers.
economy ≠ economy
Economics are fixed to
analyze the main-stream
economies of a modern
type. Looking to peripheries it becomes
evident that the welfareeconomy is very marginal
compared to the
population participating in
it. The majorities live in
smallest and small selfhelp economies; they
survive by inventing
economies of poverty
reduction.
governance ≠
governance
The role of the world
bank in the ChadCameroon pipeline case
illustrates that in
peripheries there are
always two kinds relevant
for governance, that of
steering things against the
governance for sustaining
the government.

1154.html

African team and contributions
CAMEROON
• Professor Saibou Issa
University of Ngaoundéré
paper forthcoming
• M. Roger Tsafack Nanfosso
La question de l´employ dans la construction du pipeline Chad-Cameroon
The pipeline high speed project
created a labor market for workers
like a “whirl” passing along the 1000
km from the Doba basin in Chad to
Kribi. It is a unique illustration of a
hire and fire system.
• Dr Claude Abé
Catholic University of Central Africa
Pipeline Tchad-Cameroun, flux
migratoires et contact de cultures: la
production locale (d’une société
détribalisée) de la global society
The pipeline project attacked the
images and habits of time and space;
some specific groups in Africa live
with cyclic time patterns where
borders are rather facilities for
interaction and exchange than for
limitations.
• M. Patrice Bigombe Logo
Director of the CERAD, Yaoundé
The pipeline has not reduced but
reinforced the underprivileged status
of the Pygmies. Besides that they are
the losers of natural resources in the
forests.
• Dr Vivian Nain Chouala
Researcher, GRAPS, Yaoundé
Oil and community development in the
Ebomé locality
The problem of the game between
international interests and local actors
is that the national governments had
to play the role of co-players and lost
their autonomy.

• Dr Yves Alexandre Chouala
Senior Researcher at GRAPS
The Chad-Cameroon Pipeline and the
Making Process of World Society in
Central Africa
The pipeline poses the key questions
how Africa can and will participate at
the global games of governance in the
future.

NIGERIA
• Dr Musa Abutudu
Senior Lecturer, University of Ibadan
In Nigeria the destructive impacts of oil
society are the longer the more dramatic; the insights into the logics of an
oil dominated society since 30 years.
paper forthcoming

CHAD
• M. Augustin Gondeu Ladiba
Researcher, Catholic University of
Central Africa
Développement local du Tchad à l´ère de
l´exploitation pétrolière
In the Chad the distribution of oil
profits will get more and more an
ethnic and religious conflict. The
potential exploitation of more oil camps
could increase conflicts.

Swiss contributions
• Professor Bernard Wandeler
HSA Lucerne
Participative methods in community
development – qualitative and interactive
approaches
• Dr Hans-Peter Meier-Dallach
World_Drives association
“MIIR” (“WE”) as a community
research approach – insights from
Switzerland and Eastern Europe
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Executive summary and integration into FP7
The „three“ pipelines
The Pipeline project was induced
and managed by an international
consortium and moderated by the
world bank. The Worldpipe project
targets to analyze the ways and
degrees of „Africanization“ of the
pipeline by the actors and groups in
the concerned areas of Chad and
Cameroon, the factors making the
global project as a paradigm of
globalization in Africa.

A case of global economic
governance

Africa in the FP7 of European
Union

The Chad-Cameroon pipeline project
serves as a model of what global
economic government means in an
African context. It was a complex
international game of big players, the
consortium as main agent, the national
governments as co-players, the NGO’s
as critical counter-players. The world
bank played the role of a conciliator; it
was strongly stressed by the diverging
interests but tried to manage it. The
hidden zones of the play are those
where villages, communities and the
local actors are included; the big part
of them was rather excluded.

The African Chad-Cameroon
pipeline project will be integrated
into the submission of GOOD–
ELEPHANTS, Europe’s role in
the World – the case of global
economic governance. The
submission date will be the 8th of
May 2007. The design for the
African part of this international
project was elaborated in Yaoundé
and is summarized by the table:

The project approaches three
circles (fig above):
• It starts from the official
pipeline including the information
on the impacts available as facts,
figures and assessments in
reportings.
• It investigates the hidden
pipeline, the information about
impacts, which have been
omitted, are secret or experienced
but not articulated by actors and
communities concerned.
• It targets the objective impacts
by field studies in communities
especially concerned by the
impacts.
• The results are used for the
information to the population and
for the practice in concerned
communities.

However, the project focuses on the
plays at the bottom and in the dark
zones. On this level the local
communities are taken as the players.
What did they experience really after
some years? Do they react actively as
new players or rather passively?
The global governance is investigated
starting from the geopolitical,
international players and its interests.
As Vivian concluded, the role of
governments as “co-players”
neutralized its part as agents in the
internal games on local and regional
levels, where the excluded are still
living with the long-termed impacts.

The research plan contains a
preparation phase, an exploration
phase, the fieldwork period, the
steps of analysis and the phase of
practice and diffusion.

LOCLAB Stupino
The network: institutions, team leaders, participants
WORLD_DRIVES
African Branch
Seat in
Switzerland
Mühlebachstrasse 35
CH 8008 Zürich
TEL:
+41 44 260 69 01
FAX:
+41 44 260 69 29
E-MAIL:

hp@culturprospectiv.ch
PROFILE AND
PARTICIPATION
WWW.CULTURPROSPECTIV.CH/
PHP/INDEX.PHP?AKTUELL

Seat in
Africa
Dr Yves Alexandre
CHOUALA
Senior Researcher at
GRAPS
E-MAIL:
ychouala@yahoo.fr
–––––––––––––––––––

Scientific partner
World Society
Foundation Zurich

Swiss partners:

African partners:

WORLD_DRIVES association

Cameroon: Coordinator

Dr Hans-Peter Meier-Dallach
President
Dr Therese Walter, Researcher

Dr Yves Alexandre Chouala
Senior Researcher at GRAPS
African Representative World_Drives
Association
Vice President of the African
Association of Political Science

HSA, University for Applied Social
Sciences, Lucerne
Prof. Mariana Christen
Prof. Bernard Wandeler
Dominique Steiner, Expertise
African team - panelists
Professor Saibou Issa, The University of
Ngaoundéré, Cameroon;
Dr Claude Abé, The Catholic University
of Central Africa

Chad: Gondeu Ladiba, Researcher,
Catholic University of Central Africa

Dr Vivian Nain Chouala, Researcher,
GRAPS, Yaoundé

Links platform and literature
• Worldpipe profits from the
knowledge-exchange platform
(KEP): www.knowledge-exchange.ch

•ESSO information:
www.essochad.com/ChadEnglish/PA/TD_HomePage.asp

• International Advisory Group:
www.gic-iag.org
• World bank:
http://extsearch.worldbank.org/servlet/
SiteSearchServlet?q=Chad%20camero
on%20pipeline

Vivian organized a meeting
with fishermen in Ebomé,
exploring the impacts on their
community

Nigeria: Dr Musa Abutudu, Senior
Lecturer, University of Ibadan, Nigeria

M. Patrice Bigombe Logo, Director of
the CERAD, Yaoundé

• Newsletter 1 is available under:
www.culturprospectiv.ch/upload/up
loads/newslafr1.pdf
What happened along the
pipeline? The focus is
community research with
participative methods.

Congo Brazzaville: Yves Madzou,
Doctoral Candidate University of
Bordeau IV France and Research Fellow,
UICN, Congo

• External Compliance Monitoring
Group (ECMG)
http://www.ifc.org/ifcext/enviro.nsf
/Content/ECMG

Events and news
–> 8th of May 2007
Submission of the EU-7 FP project
GOOD_ELEPHANTS with the
Worldpipe Africa part “The role of
Europe in the World”,
–> May, June 2007
Contacts and networks for the
organization of francophone chairs in
Switzerland for Dissertation
candidates from Africa.
–>25th – 28th of September 2007
Congress on “community
development”, HSA Lucerne.
–>26th – 28th of October 2007
Presentation of the project by Yves A.
Chouala in Zurich: “The regional
shaping of world society”, conference
at the occasion of the 25th anniversary
of World Society Foundation.
–>

This Newsletter 2 is available under
www.culturprospectiv.ch/upload/uploads/newslafr2.pdf

